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Strong Coupling Perturbation Theory of Ionic Fluids 








1 Modified Debye-Huckel Theories 
Let us consider the simplest model of ionic fl.uids， the one component plasma (OCP) which 
consists of N particles with electric charge Z e embedded in a neutralizing background of its 
volume n. As is well known， the OCP is characterized by the Coulomb-coupling constant 
f = Z2e2/(47rekBTα) and the Coulomb interaction with large coupling consta此 (f>> 1) has 
been referred to as "strong coupling"， where e is the dielectric permittivity， kBT the thermal 
energy， and αthe Wigner-Seitz (WS) radius defined by (47ra3/3)N = n 
In the strong coupling regime， modified Debye-Huckel (mDH) theories work well as shown 
in the figure where simulation results of the excess internal energy per ion in the kBT-unit， 
U三 U/(NkBT)，is compared with various types of mDH theories [1-4]. 
How is then the original Debye-Huckel modified? To see this，. we give the mDH-forms of U: 
UmDH =バレq (1+ ;rω~ -1) 
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where ω(r) is an arbitrary interaction potential which varies according to the models of mDH， 
P = N/n is the smeared density， h(r) is the total correlation function expressed by the Fourier-
transform of the direct correlation function cq as hq =戸cq/(l-pcq)， and v(r) = l/lrl. Note 
that the equalityωq = vq recovers the original Deby守Huckeltheory， and that eq. (1) with the 
replacement， (1+ pfωq)-l→ (1 -pf cq)-l， isnot an approximation but the identity. 
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2 Perturbation around the solution in the strong coupling limit 
Expressing the partition function of strongly-coupled ions by appropriate functional， the saddle-
point path satisちringlocal electrical neutrality becomes exact in the strong coupling limit (SCL). 
In other words， the mimic SCL system with the w-interactions forbids the emergence of elec-
trostatic interaction as shown by the previous work [6] in a strict but roundabout manner. In 
the present scheme， perturbation of the finite coupling is considered by the following fluctuation 
around the SCL: 
fμレe一ω的{仲例φ吋}=N-一1吋/仰 ( 一~ r の巾削帥仰.う悦判)1川t匂ω叫吋lρ川Jべο(ケr一rピ削.'
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where N = det(27r /ω) 1/2. Integrating out the c-andゆ-fields in eq. (2) leads to the mDH term， 
the second in the first line of eq. (1). While the weak coupling DH theory is valid due to the 
predominance of linear c-ゆcoupling，the strong coupling mDH theories are available because the 
c-ゆcouplingis the perturbation to the independent fluctuations of electrostatic interaction (the 
first term in the above exponent) and entropic potential (the second)， which is the underlying 
physics of mDH theories. 
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